Intelligent Traffic System Based on PLC Fuzzy Control
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Abstract: This study designed an intelligent transportation system based on PLC fuzzy control for alleviating urban traffic jams and complex vehicles. The system includes two parts. The first part is a three-level fuzzy controller. Through monitoring the traffic of vehicles in each phase, the fuzzy control rules are used to optimize the phase sequence and adjust the green time length of the corresponding phase. Experimental results show that the traffic efficiency of the three-stage fuzzy controller is 11% higher than that of the traditional fuzzy controller. The second part is the emergency passage module, which dredges special vehicles. The MCGS configuration software is used to test the system, and results show that the system meets the control requirements and is suitable for various traffic conditions.

1. Introduction

With the development of the urban economy and industry, the number of private cars grows rapidly, accompanied by increasing traffic problems. Research on the control of traffic systems thus has been a hot topic for a long period [1]. The time-varying, stochastic and uncertain nature of traffic flow makes implementing the traditional model-based control theory difficult. In contrast, fuzzy control does not require a definitive mathematical model to describe complex systems, which makes the application of fuzzy control on traffic signal indicates an important research direction in traffic signal control [2, 3]. Implementing fuzzy control to traffic signal indication has become an
important research direction. With the aim of solving complex traffic issues, this paper proposed a method for phase optimization and green light delay and constructed an emergency access module [4-9].

2. The Design of the Control System

2.1. The Design of the Control Strategy

This study divides the traffic flow into the east-west main phase and north-south main phase according to the direction of traffic flow. Moreover, this research divides the east-west (north-south) main phases and the east-west (north-south) main phase into two sub-phases, namely east-west (north-south) straight ahead sub-phase and east-west (north-south) left-turn sub-phases, as shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Phase Diagram](image)

The system consists of two modules, including a fuzzy controller and an emergency access module. The fuzzy controller module mainly detects the traffic flow in each phase to manipulate the corresponding fuzzy rule table and obtain the tension of each phase and the corresponding green light delay time. In this way, the module can realize the optimization of the phase sequence and can adjust the light traffic time timely [10-12].

This study adopts the emergency access module to detect the presence of special vehicles through a DSP device for image recognition installed at the road junction. This facility detects whether special vehicles are entering a specific road section. When the device detects special vehicles, the corresponding algorithm module can be invoked to mediate the corresponding phase, thus easing traffic.

When the detection module of a special vehicle detects that a special vehicle entered into a specific phase, the corresponding algorithm can invoke. Based on the speed of the special vehicle and the current traffic flow of the phase, the special vehicle will pass through the traffic light at the end of the and the current traffic flow of the phase, phase can be passed in advance before the special vehicle passes through the traffic light. In this way, the algorithm module can help ease the traffic for the special vehicle when it passes through the traffic light.

When the detection module detects the traffic situation of each phase, it calculates the tension of each phase through the fuzzy rule table. The tension of the main phase is the maximum tension of sub-phases. The main phase of the next candidate's green light can be decided by comparing the tension of the two main phases. Then, the tension of the two sub-phases under the main phase would be compared to optimize the phase sequence [13, 14].

2.2 Design of the Fuzzy Controller

This system mainly uses two fuzzy controllers: the Tightness Fuzzy Controller and Green Light
Delay Fuzzy Controller. They take the number of vehicles in the queue (PD) and the arrival rate of vehicles (DD) as the number of fuzzy input variables. The fuzzy output variables are urgency (U) and delay time (T). Among them, the basic domain of the fuzzy input variable PD is {0, 1, 2, ..., 30}, and that of DD is (0, 1). If taking the fuzzy factor as 1, the fuzzy theoretical domains of the fuzzy input variables PD and DD would be {0, 1, 2, ..., 30}, and {0, 0.1, 0.2, ..., 1}. The fundamental domain of the fuzzy output variables (U) tension is (0, 6). If we also take the fuzzy factor as 1, the basic theoretical domain of U would also be (0, 6). In addition, if the fundamental domain of the fuzzy output variable T is (0, 30), taking the fuzzy factor as 1, its fuzzy theoretical domain would be (0, 30).

This study defines the fuzzy language of the fuzzy input variables (PD and DD) and the fuzzy output variables (U and T) as {vs, s, m, d, vd} in this study. The relationship curve charts of the input and output variables are generated as shown in Figure 2, which is formed based on the Fuzzy toolbox.

![Surface plot of the input-output variable relationship for U](image)

(a) *Surface plot of the input-output variable relationship for U*

![The input-output variable relationship surface plot of T](image)

(b) *The input-output variable relationship surface plot of T*

*Figure 2: Fuzzy Controller Input-Output Relationship Surface Diagram*
2.3 Simulation Test of the Fuzzy Control System

The number of vehicles arriving at the intersection set in this paper conforms to the Poisson distribution. The simulation diagram of the fuzzy control system is built according to the control strategy and the fuzzy control principle.

We compared ten different sets of traffic situations with those resulting from the traditional fuzzy control method to verify the superiority of the control system. When other parameters are the same, the passing efficiency of the three-levels fuzzy control system is compared with conventional fuzzy control.

The comparison results show that the efficiency of the three-level fuzzy control system is higher than that of the traditional fuzzy control system. In the case of high traffic flow, the efficiency of the three-level fuzzy control system is 11% higher than that of the traditional fuzzy control system.

3. The Design of PLC and MCGS based on the Intelligent Traffic Control System

The fuzzy controller adopts the number of vehicles in the queue and their arrival rate as input. We adopted the number of vehicles passing through the \( i^{th} \) cycle phase detected by the front detector in this system as \( n_1 \). Also, this paper adopts the number of vehicles detected by the rear detector in the \( i^{th} \) cycle and the current phase before the \( i+1^{th} \) cycle as \( n_2 \). We suppose there are \( N_i \) cars waiting to pass before the \( i^{th} \) cycle, the number of vehicles in the queue is \( N_i + 1 = N_i + n_2 - n_1 \), and the arrival rate of vehicles \( p = n_1 / N_i \). The installation of the rear and front detectors for each phase is shown in Figure 3. The front detector is installed on the stop line, and the rear detector is mounted at 150m from the stop line.

![Figure 3: Detector Installation Diagram](image)

The emergency access module opens and closes based on whether it detects special vehicles entering this road section. Thus, its detection device is a DSP device for image recognition and other peripheral devices such as cameras. The installation is shown in Figure 4. It is installed at entrance B of the AB section to detect if a special vehicle enters the AB section. When it is detected that a special vehicle is about to enter the road section, the normally open contact connected to the detection device for calling the emergency access module would close., and the emergency access module would operate.
Once the PLC has been programmed and wired, it can be commissioned with MCGS. Designing an intelligent transport system with the help of the MCGS configuration system, the operating system is then operated according to the configuration system design [15-17].

This study defines several actions of the traffic system as variables to make the system meet the requirements [18-20]. Examples are the four phases of the traffic lights, the movements of the vehicles in the relevant phases, and the signal changes of traffic jams, etc.

This study designed a simple and intelligent traffic system simulation platform based on a real-time database. The base time of the system is 15 seconds. The total green time of the current passing phase is the sum of the base time and the extended time output by the fuzzy controller. The input of the fuzzy controller is the detected traffic flow of each phase and its corresponding arrival rate.

The PLC controller was connected and the platform function was tested with four traffic conditions. The experimental results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Experimental results of each phase sequence and green light delay

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial Order</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Delay Time of Green Light</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A→B→C→D</td>
<td>30→22.5→26.3→22.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>B→A→C→D</td>
<td>30→22→25.2→22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C→D→A→B</td>
<td>31.9→22.1→25.2→22.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>D→C→A→B</td>
<td>30→21.5→22.5→21.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Through the experiment, each phase sequence and the green light delay time align with the requirement and can help regulate traffic.

4. Conclusion

The intelligent traffic system based on PLC fuzzy control designed by this study can make phase optimization according to the number of vehicles in different phases and their passing rate. So, the system can direct the smooth passage of special vehicles and alleviate traffic congestion to a certain extent.

The three-stage fuzzy algorithm used in this study has been simulated. Via trial and comparison with the traditional fuzzy algorithm [21], the results show that the system is more effective in solving traffic congestion problems and applies to many traffic conditions. It meets our
expectations.
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